Volumetric assessment of spontaneous mechanical activities by simultaneous multi-slice MRI techniques with correlation to muscle fiber orientation.
The purpose of this work was assessment of volumetric characteristics of spontaneous mechanical activities in musculature (SMAMs) by diffusion-weighted simultaneous multi-slice (DW-SMS) imaging and spatial correlation to anatomical structure, as revealed by fusion to fiber tractographic information derived from diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI). The feasibility of using DW-SMS to image spontaneous events in human musculature was assessed by phantom measurements. Series of DW-SMS images and DTI datasets were recorded from the resting calf of three human subjects. Simultaneously recorded SMAMs in multiple slices were analyzed regarding spatial extension by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Direct correlation of spatial distribution of SMAMs and fiber orientation was investigated by mapping of muscle fibers to multi-slice SMAM datasets. The DW-SMS strategy allows simultaneous assessment of SMAMs in several slices of resting skeletal musculature, since 73.9% of SMAM-affected volumes have shown SMAMs in multiple DW-SMS slices. Spatial extension of SMAMs was highly correlated over different simultaneously recorded DW-SMS slices, and affected areas followed the orientation of muscle fibers with a connectivity ratio up to 57.18 ± 14.80% based on event count and connectivity count maps. In 89.2% of all SMAM-affected datasets muscle fiber connectivity was shown in at least two adjacent slices. Direct correlation between SMAMs in human lower leg musculature and underlying anatomical structure was revealed by high muscle fiber connectivity (89.2%). SMAMs have shown a wide distribution along the longitudinal muscle direction (73.9% in multiple DW-SMS slices) with direct involvement of muscle fibers. Correlation between SMAMs in multiple DW-SMS slices and crossing muscular fiber tracts provides evidence that SMAMs result from physiological processes in musculature. Fusion of DW-SMS with DTI facilitates non-invasive studies of muscle fiber involvement in SMAMs in resting muscle.